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Wow! Five (5) 
multiple steady 

states! 

71K) 

Figure E8-1I.I Heat-removed and heat-generated curvec 

We note there are five steady states (SS) whose values are given in Table 
ES-11.2. What do you think of the value of tau? Is it a realistic number? 

TABLE ES-I 1.2. EFFLC'EVI C O ~ ' ~ A T I O Y S  AND TEMPERANRES 

SS T c A CE cc 

1 330 0.285 0015 0 
2 363 0.189 0.11 1 0.0 
3 449 0.033 0.265 0.002 
4 558 0 . N  0.163 0.132 
5 677 0.001 0.005 0.294 

8.9 Radial and Axial Variations in a Tubular Reactor 

E M L A B  In the previous sections we have assumed that there were no radial variations in veloc- 
application ity. concentration, temperature ar reaction rate in the tubular and packed bed reactors. 

As a result the axial profiles couId be determined using an ordinary differential equa- 
tion (ODE) solver. In this section we will consider the case where we have horh axial 
and radial variations in the system variables in which case will require a panial differ- 
enrial IPDE) solver. A PDE solver such as FEMLAB. will allow us to solve tubular 
reactor problems for horh the axla1 and radial profites, as shown on the web module. 

CVe are going to carry out differential mole and energy balances on the 
differential cyllndricai annulus shown in Figure 3-26. 
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w 1, Front View 

Figure 8-26 Cylindr~cal shell of  thickness Ar, length h, and volume 2 n r S r k  

Molar Flux 

In order to derive the governing equations we need to define a couple of ten 
The first is the moIar flux of species i, Wi {mollm2 s). The molar flux has t 
cornpsnents. the radial component W,,, and the axial component, W,,. 1 
molar flow rates are just the product of the molar fluxes and the cross-sectio 
areas normal to their direction of flow A,. For exampte, for species i flow 
in the axial (i.e., z) direction 

where W,: is the molar flux in the z direction (rnoVm2/s), and A, (m2) is the 
cross-sectional area of the tubular reactor. 

In Chapter 11 we discuss the molar fluxes in some detail, but for now 
us just say they consist of a diffusional component, -D,(aC,/az) , and a ct 
vective flow component, U:C, 

ac. wir = - D ~ -  t. upci 13-r 
a2 

where D, is the effective diffusivity (or dispersion coefftcienl) (m2/s). and 
is the axial molar average velocity (mls). Similarly, the flux in the radial din 
tion i s  

Radial Direction ac. 
Wir = - D,- + UrCi (8-5 

ar 

where U, ( m l s )  is the average velocity in the radiaI direction. For now we n 
neglect the veiocity in the radial direction, i.e., U, = 0. A mole balance or 
cylindrical system volume of length Az and thickness Ar  as shown in Fig1 
8-26 gives 
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Mole Balances on Species A 

Moles of A = Crass-sectionai area 

( i n ) .  ( 1 = WAr.2~rAr 
normal to  axial flux 

( M ~ E ~ A )  ( Moks of* ) +(M;::~:*)-( hfOlesof * ) 
out at ( r  + At-) out at ( z  + Az) 

Dividing by 2xrAr4 and faking the limit as Ar and Az hz --,O 

Similarly, for any species i and steady-state conditions. 

Using Equation (8-831 and (8-84) to substitute for W!: and W,, in Equation 
(8-85) and then setting the radial velocity to zero, U, = 0, we obtain 

This =quation For steady-state conditions and assuming 157, does not vary in the axial direction, 
also be d~scussed 

funher in 
Chapter 14. 
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Energy Flux 

Wen we applied the first law of thermodynamics to a reactor to relate either 
temperature and convtrsian or molar flow rates and concentrati~n. we arrived at 
Equation (8-9). Negleaing the work term we have for steady-state conditions 

Conduction Convection 

In terms of the molar fluxes and the cross-sectional area and (q =@.4,) 

The q term is the heat added to the system and almost always includes a con- 
duction component of some fom. We now define an energy flux vector. e. 
(J/rn2 + s), to include both the conduction and convection of energy. 

e = e n e r ~  flux J/s.rnZ e = Conduction + Convection 

where the conduction term q (kJlm2 . s) is given by Fourier's law. For axial 
and radial conduction Fourier's laws are 

a T aT and q ,=-kc-  4; = -k,- 
8,- ar 

where k, is the thermal conductivity (JJm.s.K). The energy transfer (flour) is 
the vector flux times the cross-sectional area, A,, normal to the energy flux 

Energy flow = e - A, 

Energy Balance 

Udng the energy Bux. e, to carry out an energy balance on our annulus [Figure 
8-26) with system volume 7nrhr&, we have 

(Energy flow in at I.) = e, A,, = e; 2 n r h  

(Energy flow in at z )  = e,A, = e; 2arAr 

Accumulat~on 
of  Energy In 

VoIumc ( 2 r r ~ r . k )  
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Dividing by 2nrArbz and taking the Ijmit as & and Az + 0, 

The radial and axial energy fluxes are 

e, = g, + 'E W,, HE 

e. = g,+CW,, H, 

Substituting for the energy fluxes, e, and e;, 

and expanding the convective energy fluxes, Z WiHi, 

Axial: 

Substituting Equations (8-93) and (8-94) into Equation (8-92), we obtain upon 
rearrangement 

' I  

Recognizing that the term in brackets is related to Equation (8-85) for 
steady-state conditions and is just the rate of formation of species i. rim we have 

and 

1 a -%- mi-o ---(rqr) - Z H j f j  - 3 ?yz- - 
rar ilz az 

( W 5 )  

Recalling 
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we have the energy in the form 

Some Initial Approximations 

Assumption I .  Neglect the diffusive term wrt the convective term in the exp 
sion involving heat capacities 

With this assumption Equation (8-96) becomes 

Energy Assumption 2. Assume that the sum CPm = ZCp,C, = C,,Z8,Cg is cons1 
with radial and 
axial grddientq The energy balance now becomes 

Equation (8-98) is the form we will use in our FEMLAB problem. In rr 
instances, the term C P ~  is just the product of the soIution density and the 
capacity of the solution (kJkg K). 

Coolant Balance 

We also recall that a balance on the coolant gives the variation of coolant t 
peralure with axial distance where Uhr is the overall heat transfer coeffic 
and R i s  the reactor wall radius 

For laminasfiow, the veIociv profile is 

where Uo is the average velocity inside the reactor. 
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Boundary and initial conditions 

A. Initial conditions ifother than steady state 
t = O ,  C,=O. T=T,?  f o r z > O a l l s  

B. Boundary condition 

1) Radial 
(a) At r = 0, we h a ~ e  symmetry aTldr  = 0 and aC,/ar = 0 .  
(bj  At :he tube wall r = R, the temperature f lux to the wall on 

the reaction side equals the convective flux out of the 
reactor into the shell side of the heat exchanger. 

( c )  There is no mass flow through the tube walls aC,/ar = 0 
at r = R. 

Id) At the entrance to the reactor .z = 0, 

T =  To and Ci = Cn 

(e) At the exit of the reactor z = L, 

The following examples wiIl solve the preceding equations using FEM- 
LAB. For the exothermic reaction with cooling, the expected profiIes are 

Example 8-12 Radial Effects in Tu buhr Reactor 

This example will highiight the radial effects in a tubular reactor, which up until 
now have been neglected to simplify the calculations. Now, the effects of panmeters 
such as inlet Temperature and Row rate will be studied using the software program 
FEMLAB. Follow the step-by-step procedure in the Web Module an the CD-ROM. 

We continue Example 8-8, which discussed the reaction of propylene oxide 
(A) with water (8 )  to form propylene glycol (C). The hydrolysis of propySene oxide 
takes place readify st room temperature when catalyzed by sutfuric acid. 
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This exothermic reaction is approximated as a first-order reaction given that the 
reaction rakes place in an excess of water. 

The CSTR from Example .8-8 has been repIaced by a tubular reactor 1.0 m in 
length and 0.2 m in diameter. 

The feed to rhe reactor consists of two streams. One stream is an equivolu- 
metric rnlxture of propylene oxide and methanol, and the orher stream is water con- 
taining 0.1 wt Yr sulfuric acid. The water is fed at a volumetric rate 2.5 times larger 
than the propylene oxide-methanol feed. The molar flow rate of propylene oxide fed 
to the tubular reactor IS 0.1 moUs. 

There is an immediate temperature rise upon mining the two feed streams 
caused by the heat of mixing. In these calculations, this temperature rise is  already 
accounted for, and the inlet temperature of both streams is set to 312 K. 

The reaction rare law i s  

with 

where E = 75362 Jlrnol and A = 16.96 x 10" h-I, which can also be put in the form 

With k, = 1.28 h-' ar 300 K. The thermal conductivity kt of the reaction mixture and 
the diffusivity D, are 0.599 WlmK and 1 p  rn2/s, respectively. and are assumed to 
be constant throughout the reactor. In the case where there is a heat exchange 
between the reactor and its surroundings, the overall heat-transfer coefficient is 1300 
Wlm2/K and the temperature of the cooling jacket is assumed to be constant and is 
set to 273 K. The other propeny data are shown in Table E8- 12.1. 
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Solution 
Mole Balances: RecdIing Equation (8-86) and applying it to species A 

-rA = 4 T, ) cxp[f(l - !)]c, 
R T ,  T J  

(E8- 12.2) 

( Stoichiometry: The conversion along a streamline (r)  at a distance z 

The overall conversion is 

I The mean concentration at any distance z 

I F o r  plug flow she velocity prohle is 

v: = u, 
The Laminar flow velacily profile is 

I Recalling the Energy Balance 

Assumptions 

1. U, is  zero. 
.iviog Example Problcm 2. NegIect axial diffusion/dispersion flux wn convective flux when summing the 

heat capacity times their fluxes. 
3. Steady state. 
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Nore There is 
a ~tep-by-step 

FEMLAB tutorial 
uslng screen fhots 

for th~s example on 
the CD-ROM. 

1 Cooling jacket 

AT0 - nl'C, - - 2aRUh,(T,(z) - T,) 
1 a= 

Roundary conditions 

aca - ST At r =  R. then - - 0  and - k , - =  Lrh,(T,(z)-T,} (E8-12.9 
dr ar  

~t 2 = 0, then C, = C ,  andT= TO (E8-12. I0 

These equations were solved using FEMLAB for a number of cases inctud~ng as 
batic and non-adiabatic plug flow and laminar flow: they were also solved with 
without axial and radial dispersion. A detailed accounting on how to change 
parameter values in the FEMLAB program can be found in the FEMLAB Inst1 
t~ons section on the web in screen shots simllar to Figure EX-12. I .  Figure E8-I 
gives the data set in SI units used for the FEMLAB example on the CD-ROM. 

Define expressian 

Figure FA-12.1 FEMLAR screen shot of Data Set. 

Color surfaces are used to show the concentration and temperature profiles. sirr 
to the black and white figures shown in Figure ES-12.2. Uqe the FEMLAB pmg 
on the CD-ROM to develop temperature concentration profiles similar to the r 
shown here. Read through the FEMLAB web module entitled "Radial and A 
Temperature Gradient." before running the program. One notes in Figure E&- 
that the conversion is lower near the wall because of the coofer fluid temperat 
These same profiles can be found in color on the web and CD-ROM in the 
mdutes. One notes the maximum and minimum in these profiIes. Near the wall. 
ternperamre of the mixture is lower because of rhe cold wall temperature. Co 
quently. the rate will be lower, and thus the conversion will be lower. However, r 
next to the waH, the velocity through the reactor IS almost zero so the react 
spend a long dme In the reactor; therefore. a greater conversion is achieved as nl 
by the upturn right next to the walt. 



Result5 of the 
FEMLAR 
si~nulation 

Sec 810 The Pnctrcat Sree 

I fa) 

Tarnwrstura S u k e  Radial Temperature Profllss 

Aadrar Cocation rm) 

Conversion S m e  

RMaisl Lmdlh (m) 

Radial Clxrversron Profllm 

Radial Locattm (m] 

(dl 
Figure E8-12.2 (a) Temperature surface, (b) ternperamre surface profiles. 

(c) convenion surface. and Id) radial conversion profile. 

8.1 0 The Practical Side 

Scaling up exothermic chemical reactions can be very tricky. Tables 8.6 and 
8.7 give reactions that have resulted in accidents and their causes, respectively.IO 

'OCourtesy of J. Singh, Chemical Engineen'ng, 92 (1997) and B. Venugopal, Chemical 
Engineering, 54 (2002). 
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Conttiburion, 
Cause 9t 

Lack of knowledge of 
reaction chemistsy 

20 

Problems with 
malerial quality 

9 

Temperature-control 
problems 

19 

Agitation problems 10 

MIS-charging of 
AlkyIation (Friedel-Crafts) reactants or catalyst 

2 1 

Poor ma~ntenance 15 

Op~rator error 5 

More information is given in the Summary Notes and Professional Reference 
Shelf on the web. The use of the ARSST to detect potential problems will be 
discussed in Chapter 9. 

Summary Motes 

Closure. Vinually all reactions that are carried out in industry involve 
heat effects. This chapter provides the basis to design reactors that oper- 
ate at steady state and involve heat effects. To model these reactors, we 
simply add another step to our algorithm; this step is the energy balance. 
Here it is important to understand how the energy bdance was applied to 
each reaction type so that you will be able to describe what would hap- 
pen if you changed some of the operating conditions (e.g., To). The living 
example problems (especially 8T-8-3) and the ICM moduIe will help you 
achieve a high level of understanding. Another major goal after studying 
this chapter is to be able to design reactors that have multiple reactions 
taking place under nonisothemia~ conditions. Try working Problem 8-26 
to be sure you have achieved his goal. An industrial example that pro- 
vides a number of practical details is incIuded as an appendix to this 
chapter. The last example of the chapter considers a tubular reactor that 
has both axial and radial gradients. As with the other living example 
problems, one should vary a number of the operating parameters to get a 
feel of how the reactor behaves and the sensitivity of the parameters for 
safe operation. 
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S U M M A R Y  

For the reaction 

b d A + - B + $ C + - D  
a a a  

1. The heat of reaction at temperature T. per mole oFA, is 

2. The mean heat capacity difference. ACp. per mole of A is 

where Cp, is the mean heat capacity of species i between temperatures T, 
and T .  

3. When there are no phase changes, the heat of reaction at temperature T is 
related to the heat of reaction at the standard reference temperature T, by 

4. Neglecting changes in potential energy, kinetic energy, and viscous dissipa- 
tion, and for rhe case of no work done on or by the system and all species 
entering at the same temperature, the steady state CSTR eneqy balance is 

5. For adiabatic operation of a PFR, PBR, CSTR, or batch reactor. the tempera- 
ture conversion relationship is 

Solving for the remperature, T. 

6. The energy balance on a PFR/PBR 
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In terms of conversion, 

7 .  The temperature dependence of the specific reaction rate is given in the fc 

8. The temperature dependence of  the equilibrium constant is given by v 
HoFs equation for AC, = 0, 

9. Multiple steady states: 

10. The criteria for Runaway Readions accurs when (T, - T,) > R</E, wk 
T, is  the reactor temperature and T, = (To + K T,)/(l  + K) . 

E s * = G ( r ) -  

Runaway 
R T * ~  

I I. When q multiple reactions are taking ptacc and there are m species. 
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12. Axial or radial temperature and concentration gradients. The foIlowing coupled 
partial differential equations were solved using FEMLAB: 

and 

O D E  S O L V E R  
A L G O R I T H M  

Packed-Bed Reactor with Heat Exchange and Pr~ssslre Drop 

2.4 a C 

Pure gaseous A enters at 5 mollmin at 450 K. 

dX- -4 - - -  
dW F A ~  
dT = UA/p,(T, - T) + IrA)(AH&) a = 0.019lkg cat. 

d W CN = 0.25 molldm3 

UA/h  = 0.8 J/kgcat:s.K 
4 = -% ( 1  - 0.5X)(T/TO) 
dW 2y c=500K 

r; = - k [ ~ i  - c ~ / K ~ ]  AH;;, = -20.000 J/moE 

c, = c+.a[Il - -W(1 -o-sx)l(To/T)(~r CpA = 40 J/rno!.K 

C, = ;C,J(T,/ T),v/I I - 0.5m FA, = 5.0 molJs 

k = 0.5 exp [5032(( 1 J450) - ( 1  / T))] To = 450 K 

W, = 90 kg cat. 
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C D - R O M  M A T E R I A L  

Learning Rmurces 
1. S~r~n~nn?  NOIPS 
2. Web Module FEMLA B Rndial and Axiul Grodienrs 

Summary dotes 

0s. 

01. 

a 7 .  

E - 
C P6-  

P z UP. 

-1 
C" 

2 a >  

0 1 -  

O i .  

Rad~a! Locst~on {m) Radial Locafion (mJ 

3. Itlteraclrv~ COIII~IIIPT  module.^ 
A. Hcat Effecrs 1 B. Heat Effects I1 

Interactiv~, 

4. S n l r ~ d  Pmblems 
A. Example CDR- I AHR,(n for Heat Capacities Expressed as Quadratic 

Functions of Ternperat~~re 
3. Example CDS-2 Second-Order Reactjon Carried Out Ad~abaticalIy in 

a CSTR 
Solved Problems 5. P F R P B R  Solrtrio~~ Pmced~ii- for n R~verrihlp Gas-Plrase Reaction - Living Example Psohlems 

Q I .  E~fi:rrmplc X-3 Rd~rrlx~tir Irrjr~l~t-i;orio~~ of ,\'or~?lul Ruranp 
2 .  Examplp 8-4 Irnrueri,-n!rol~ nf Nort~~rtl Hrrtnt~c willr Herr1 E.~clmn~e 

4, 
t.*f? .7. Euntrlpfr 8-5 Pmd~tcrion r?f'Areric At~h\rlrid~ 

?I& 4. i??~an~l)lt~ 8-9 CSTR ivilh Conlrtt,~ Coif 
5. Erurnplr 8-10 Prrrrillpl Kerrrlio~r it) rr PFR wirh Hear Efir.!s 

'lVng Prabem 6. E~nl~ ip i r  8- i f  .Ilalii,ilr Rcrafiori ili o C.TTR 
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7, Exnmpk 8- 1.2 FEMLA B Axial and Radial Gmdienrs 
8. Et-ample R8.2-1 Rrrna~~ay Reacrions in a PFR 
9. Example R8.4-I Indusmrial Oxidafinn of SO, 
10. Example 8-TK-3 PBR with VarrabEe CooIant Temperature. T, 

Pmfsliiolnal Reference Shelf 
R8. I .  Runaway in Plug Flow Reocror.7 

Phase Plane Plots. U'e transform the temperature and concentration profires 
into a phase plane. 

, 
Temperature Profibs Crnsal Tralectory 

T 
Tmz - -  - - - - - - -  Ca! * C m > C m  ZCWI cm . - - - - -. - 
T., - -  - - -  

Reference Shelf CM? 

V TU fm 

Ternperarure profiles. Critical trajectory on the 
C,, -1;, phase plane plot. 

The trajecton, going through the maximum of the "maxima curve" is consid- 
ered to he crrtiral and therefore i s  the locus of the crriicrrl inlet condrtions for 
C, and T corresponding to a given wall temperature. 

R8.3. Steady-5taf.e Bifitrcutron Anal~xis.  In reactor dynamics, ir i s  particularly 
important to find out if multiple stationasy points exist or i f  sustained oscilla- 
tions can arise. We apply bifurcation analysis to learn whether OT not multiple 
steady states are possible. Both CSTR energy and mole balances are of the 
form 

The conditions for uniqueness are then shown to be those that satisfy the 
relationship 

Specifically. the conditions for which multiple steady Ctates e~is t  must satisfy 
the SoHnwing set of  equations: 

R8.3. Vuriobf~ Hen! Ci~pucrr~c.~. Next we want to arrive at a form of the energy hal- 
ance for the case where heal capaciries are strong functions of temperature 
over a wide ternpemture range. Undcr thew conditions. the mean value$ of 
the heat capacrty may no1 he adequate for the rclat~onship between conveer- 
slon and temperature. Comb~ning heat reaction with the quadratic form of the 
heat capaciry. 
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Heat capacity as 
o function of 

temperature 

we find that 

Example 8-5 is reworked for the case of variable heat capacities. 

R8.1. Mnnufac~~rre ojSuwuric Acid. The details of the industrial oxidation of 
are described. Here the cataIys quantities reactor configuration, opea 
condttions, are discussed alang with a model to predict the conversion 
temperature profiles. 

Reference Shelf 

Q U E S T I O N S  A N D  P R O B L E M S  

The subscript to each of the problem numbers indicates the level of difficulty: A, le 
difficult; D, most difficult. 

Uomewcrt i~roblemr 

A=.  B = m  c = +  D=++ 

In each of the questions and problems, rather than just drawing a box arou 
your answer, write a sentence or two describing how you solved the problem, t 
assumptions you made. the reasorlabIeness of your answer. what you learned, and a 
other facts that you want to include. See the Preface for additional generic parts ( 
(y). (z) to the home problems. 

PS-1, Read over the problems at the end of this chapter. Make up an original prc 
lem that uses the concepts presented in this chapter. To obtain a solution: 
(a) Make up your data and reaction. 
(b) Use a real reaction and real data. See Problem P4-1 for guidelines. 
(c )  Prepare a list of safety considerations for designing and operati1 

chemical reactors. (See www.siri.org/graphics.) 
Creatlve P-oblems 



&Fore solving the 
problems, state or 

sketch qualitat~vely 
the e~pected results 

or trends. 
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P8-2, 

Questions and Problems 569 

See R.  %I. Felder. Chem. Eng. Edtrc., IY(4). 176 ( 1985). The August 1985 i w c  
of Cllcntical Engincerrn~ P w , y r ~ c s  may be uheful for part (c). 
(d) Choosc a FAQ from Chapter X and say why it was mosf helpful. 
(e) Liqten to the audios -fi on the CD and pick one and say why it could 

be eliminated. 
IQ Read through the Self Tests and Self Assehhrnents for Chapter 8 an the 

CD-ROM, and pick one thar was most helpful. 
(g) Which example an the CD-ROM Lecture Notes for Chapter 8 was the 

most helpful4?' 
(h) What if you were asked to prepare a list of safety comidentions of redesign- 

ing and operating a chemical reactor, what would k the tist four Items on 
your list? 

(i) What i f  you were asked to give an everyday example that demonstrates 
the principles discussed 10 this chapter' (Would sipping a teaspoon uf 
Tabasco or other hot sauce be one?) 

Load the following PolyrnathlMATLABlFEMLAB programs From the 
CD-ROM whew appropriate: 
{a) Example 8-1. How would this example change if a CSTR were used 

instead of a PFR? 
(b) Example 8-2. What would the heat of reaction be if 50% inert?, (e.g., 

helium) were added to the system? What would be the Ic error if  the 
b C p  term were neglected') 

(c) Example 8-3. What if the butnne reactinn were carried out in 3. 
0.8-rn3 PFR that can be pressurized to very hish pressures? What inlet 
temperature would you recommend? Is there an optimum ternpera- 
ture? How would your answer change for a 2-m3 CSTR? 

( d )  Example 8-4. ( 1 )  How would the answers change if the reactor were 
in a counter current exchanger where the coolant temperature was not 
constant along the length of the reactor? The mass Row rate and heat 
capacity of the coolant are 50 kg/h and 75 kJlkglK, respectively, and 
the entering coolant temperature is 3 10 K. Vary the coolant tate, mi . 
make a plot of X versuq nit . (21 Re eat ( I ) but change the parameters P Kc, E. l.000 < Ua < 15,0CU(f f hlm IYC) , and AHRx. Write a paragraph 
describing what you find, notlog any generaiization. 

{eS Example 8-5. ( I )  How would your answer change if the coolant flow 
was counter curcent? (2) Make a plot of converrion as a function of 
FAo for each of the three cases. (3)  Make a plot of conversion ss a 
function of' coolant rate and coolant temperature. (4) Make a plot of 
the exit conversion and ternperature as a function of reactor diameter 
but for the same total volume. 

(0 Example 8-6. How would the result change i f  the reaction were sec- 
ond order and reversible ?A H 1B with Kc remaining the sane? 

(g) Example 8-7. How would your answers change if the heat of  reaction 
were three times thar given in  the problem mtement? 

/h) Example 8-8. Describe how your answers would change if the molar 
flow of methanol were increased by a factor of 4. 

(i) Example 8-9. Other data show AH,, = -58,700 BTUllbmol and 
CpA =29 BTU/IbmolleF. How would these values change your 
results? Make a plot of conversion ns a function of heat exchanger 
area. [O c A < 200 fr". 
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Clal of Fame 

Summary Notes 

Q) Example 8-30. How would your results change i f  there is ( I )  a pres- 
sure drop with a = 0.08 dmL3, (2) Reaction ( I )  is reversible with Kc 
= I0 at 450 K. (3) How woutd the selectivity change if Ua is 
increased? Decreased? 

/k) Example 8-11. ( I )  How would the results (e.g., ~B,c) change if the 
UA term were varied (3500 < UA c 4500 J/m3 - s . k)? ( 2 )  If To were 
varied between 273 K and 400 K, make a plot of C, versus To. 

( I )  Example P8.4-1. SO? oxidation. Bow would your results change if 
( 1 )  the catalyst panicle dlameter were cut in half? (2) the pressure 
were doubled? Ar what panicle size does pressure drop -become 
important for the same catalyst weight assuming the porosity duesn't 
changeq ( 3 )  you vary the initial temperature and the coolant tempera- 
ture? Write a paragraph describing what you find. 

(m) Example TS-3. Load the Polymath problem from the CD-ROM for 
this exothermic reversible reaction with a variable coolant tempera- 
ture. The elementary reaction 

has the following parameter values for the base case. 

E = 25 kcallrnol C, = Cpk = CPC= 20 caVmoYK 

AHR, = -20 kcallrnol C,, = 40 caIlmollK 

0.004 dm\ k = -  - - - 0.5- cal 
mol . kg  . s pe k g .  S .  K 

Vary the following parameters and write a paragraph describing the 
trends you find for each parameter variation and why they work 
the way they do. Use the base case for parameters not varied. Hlur: See 
Selftests and Workbook in the Summar?. Notes on the CD-ROM. 
(a)  FAn: 15 FA,< 8 moYs 
(b) 0,: 0.5 1 0, s 4 

'Note: The program gives O, = 1.0. Therefore. when you vary @I. 

you will need to account for the corresponding increase or decrease 
of C,,, because the zoraI concentration. CTO, is constant. 
Uu Fa cal (c) -: 0.1 5 - 20.8 - 
P b Pa k g . s . K  

d : 3 I0 K S T,, 5 350 K 
(el T,: 300 K 5 T, 5 340 K 


